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Private equity secondary market – sellers’ motivations

There is a range of motivations to sell certain LP interests in the secondary market, just as there
are many reasons to invest into private market funds.
While the private equity secondary market is far from perfect, price discovery is usually efficient
enough for secondary sales to represent a tactical option to LPs.

LP interests are sold on the secondary market for a variety of reasons

Portfolio and
liquidity
management are
the main
motivations for
selling LP interests.

Figure 1: Survey on motivations of sellers; source: Preqin

Let us look at some of these motivations in more detail:
Portfolio management: This term includes investors’
desire to take profits when valuations are at peak
levels (and upside seems limited), the wish to
concentrate portfolios (divest non-core GP
relationships) and clean-up exercises such as tail-end
sales. With the tendency toward longer fund lives the
size of the tail-end issue has grown substantially for
many LPs.
Liquidity management: While distressed sellers are
mostly a thing of the past, liquidity remains a

frequently cited motivation for secondaries. The
strong performance of private equity as an
asset class relative to other more liquid assets such
as bonds has often resulted in institutional investor
portfolios being overly tilted to illiquid assets. Hence
their desire to rebalance their portfolio.
Change in strategy: A critical topic regarding
strategic adjustments is the focus of larger LPs to go
direct or through co-investments. Another trend is
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the focus of smaller LPs on mid-sized buyout
funds, and away from the mega funds.
Fund performance: Industry-wide performance
indicators have shown a rosy picture for years,
however by far not all private equity funds have done
well. Despite the recent bull market, there are
hundreds of funds that have performed poorly, and,
disappointed investors who have seen enough want to
get out.

Regulations: Various local and global regulatory
initiatives, such as the Volcker’s rule or Basel III,
caused banks to sell off private equity portfolios
over recent years. While the strong performance of
major banks lightened the pressure in the US, many
European banks still face strong pressure to
deleverage further. The focus here seems to be on
non-performing loan books, and some private
equity books still have to be divested as well.

Selling LP interests in the secondary market is no longer a taboo
Both LPs and GPs have become accustomed to this market and are beginning to appreciate the additional
possibilities offered by it. Let us briefly look back to where we have come from and how this market has
developed.
Some of the first LP interests may have changed hands in the 1990s. One could hardly have called it a market yet.
In the early 2000s, fund-of-funds started to purchase LP interests on the secondary market. Still, the activity was
mostly limited to US buyout and venture funds. As volumes rose, the scope of the market started to expand
geographically, and soon spread across other private market segments such as real estate and infrastructure.

In the early 2000s,
fund-of-funds
started to purchase
LP interests on the
secondary market.

Figure 2: Illustrative development of secondary markets; source: Multiplicity Partners
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While it started
with liquiditydriven sellers, the
set of motivations
has been subject to
massive changes
over time.
Figure 3: Illustrative key secondary supply drivers; source: Multiplicity Partners

You may have considered a sale of some of your illiquid assets. Contact us to receive an indicative pricing.
Please write to Andres today at ah@mpag.com, or call him at +41 44 500 4555.

Andres Hefti is a partner at Multiplicity Partners. He is responsible for the firm’s
private market secondary business and has more than 17 years of experience in
alternative investments, distressed investing and portfolio management. Before
joining Multiplicity in 2012, he held various investment roles with the alternative
asset managers Horizon21 and Man/RMF. Andres holds a MSc in Mathematics from
the University of Zurich and is a CFA and CAIA Charterholder.
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About Multiplicity Partners
Multiplicity Partners is an investment boutique specialised in providing liquidity solutions to holders of private
market funds and distressed assets. The firm also offers a range of advisory and governance services across
alternative assets.
Multiplicity Partners has been an active participant in the secondary market for fund interests and distressed
assets since 2010, acting as buy- and sell-side advisor, investment manager and principal investor. The team has
successfully completed dozens of transactions across a wide range of illiquid and complex financial assets and
established a global network of industry contacts. Each partner contributes more than 15 years of relevant
experience, giving us the collective capabilities to effectively identify, analyse and execute attractive investment
opportunities in hard-to-value assets.
Multiplicity Partners is an independent and management-owned company. Personal accountability of senior
professionals ensures quality of work, reliability and attention to details.
Multiplicity Partners is a member of the Financial Services Standards Associations (VQF), a self-regulatory
organization in Switzerland pursuant to the Anti-Money Laundering Act – officially recognized by the Swiss
Federal Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). The company is authorized by FINMA to distribute
collective investment schemes to qualified investors in Switzerland. Multiplicity Partners is audited by
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), Switzerland.
Multiplicity Partners is a member of Invest Europe and an Associate Member of SECA (The Swiss Private Equity &
Corporate Finance Association).
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confidential, privileged and/or insider material. Any unauthorized use, review, retransmissions, dissemination, copying or other use of, or
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their respective partners.

